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Winner of the 2010 Bram Stoker Award for Best Anthology!Darkly thrilling, these twenty new ghost
stories have all the chills and power of traditional ghost stories, but each tale is a unique retelling of
an urban legend from the world over.Multiple award-winning editor Ellen Datlow and
award-nominated author and editor Nick Mamatas recruited Jeffrey Ford, Ramsey Campbell, Joe R.
Lansdale, Caitlin Kiernan, Catherynne M. Valente, Kit Reed, Ekaterina Sedia, and thirteen other fine
writers to create stories unlike any they've written before. Tales to make readers shiver with fear,
jump at noises in the night, keep the lights on. These twenty nightmares, brought together by two
renowned editors of the dark fantastic, are delightful visions sure to send shivers down the spines of
horror readers.
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I'm a huge fan of oral folklore and urban legends. I teach a short section on Florida's Cracker culture
and some of the local oral folklore a couple of times every year here at FSCJ, and my students
really seem to enjoy investigating the local legends. I've taken student groups to St. Augustine and
Fernandina Beach for guided ghost tours. Northeast Florida is rich with haunted history, and it's
been a neat learning experience to watch them unravelling some of that stuff through research and
composition.So it was with great anticipation that I got my copy of Haunted Legends, an anthology
edited by Nick Mamatas and Ellen Datlow. The goal here was pretty simple: enlist some of the finest
speculative authors in the field to interpret a "true" urban legend. It's this nebulous kernel of
belief--that quasi-historical notion that fuels urban legends--that gives so many of these stories their

charm. I found the afterwords, attached directly to the tales themselves, very illuminating and a nice
touch in explication.I read every story in the anthology and found them all enjoyable, though a few
really did stand out as excellent. In no particular order, here were my favorites:"The Folding Man" ~
Joe Lansdale. Pure horror fiction here. Lansdale plunges us ass-deep (there's a catalytic mooning
in the first paragraphs that gets things going) into a tale of murderous "nuns" and their eponymous
folding charge. A gory, chilling pulse pounder, this could only come from the imagination of Joe
Lansdale."Down Atsion Road" ~ Jeff Ford's story is one of the best at really capturing the narrative
aesthetic of an effective urban legend. Told in the first person, this story focuses on a community's
visible eccentric--a local artist called Crackpop by the kids.
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